
Asia: The Next Frontier for the Offshore Wind 
Industry



Introduction



The Asia Wind Energy Association is supported by a 

wide variety of stakeholders from the offshore and 

onshore wind industry.

The Asia Wind Energy Association was established in 

December 2016 to become the leading trade 

association for the wind energy sector in Asia Pacific.

The association acts as the regional platform for all
wind power industry stakeholders to collectively promote 

the best interests of the wind power sector. 



Corporate Partners



Corporate Members





Offshore Wind: Can the Asia-
Pacific Region Catch up with 
Europe?

The question is not If…. but When



Regional Overview of the Asia Offshore Wind 
Industry



Global – Overview
| Overall installed offshore wind capacity was close to 19 GW by the end of 2017.



Global – Outlook
| Significant capacity will be added; driven by Europe and Asia

| The European region will grow at CAGR of 8%, significantly superseded by the APAC
region, which will grow at a CAGR of 26%.



Global – Key Drivers
| Offshore wind will lead other renewable technologies in the coming year.



Asia-Pacific – Outlook
| Cumulative offshore capacity to reach 43 GW by 2027.

| The Chinese market will account for 85% of capacity additions between 2017 and 
2026 in the APAC region. New added offshore wind capacity will average 4 GW per year.

Asia Pacific offshore outlook 2017-2027e



Asia-Pacific – Outlook
| Global offshore wind LCOE and Asia Pacific offshore wind prices

| Offshore wind prices will drop below thermal prices



Asia-Pacific – Outlook
| Only a few select markets have real potential for offshore wind.



Offshore Wind Market in China



China - History



China - Overview



China - Overview
| Growth driven by regional policy incentives.

| Offshore wind growth will continue to expand even with the introduction of auction 
scheme in 2019 as it is part of key energy strategy plans by central and local governments.



China – Regional Overview
| >12 GW of firm pipeline will exceed 2020 offshore traget

Offshore development pipeline Key drivers

Key barriers

▪ Provincial support policies

▪ New business opportunities 

▪ Established wind power supply chain

▪ National and provincial energy targets

▪ Close to heavy power demand areas

▪ Catching up on offshore technology across supply 

chain

▪ Low offshore wind FIT

▪ Introduction of auction regime in 2019 adding more 

price pressure

▪ Extreme weather conditions 



China - Challenges

Technical 

Knowledge 

Delay of 

Concessional 

Projects

High Costs

• Lack of experience and 

expertise

• High LCOE 

• 3 of 4 concessional projects in

Binhai, Dafeng and Dongtai

received construction permits in

Aug 2013 and were contained in

the 10.53GW of planned

projects

• Sheyang concessional offshore

project had difficulties in gaining

marine space requisition



Offshore Wind Market in South Korea



South Korea - Overview
| Wind power’s share of renewable energy is set to increase

| South Korea’s future energy plan is based on expanding renewable energy, especially  
solar and wind, to counter reduction in future share of fossil fuel energy sources.



South Korea - Overview
| Ambitious RE targets require large-scale offshore wind.

South Korea offshore wind power outlook, 2017-2027e

| Scaling up existing capacity and building up local capabilities to sustain growth. New policy 
support measures are expected to further drive growth in mid-long term. 



South Korea – Potential
| Rich offshore wind resources particularly in South Sea area.



South Korea – Outlook
| 2.5GW Southwest project will remain a key focus

Offshore development pipeline Key drivers

Key barriers

▪ Established maritime engineering and 

construction sector

▪ Ambitious national offshore plans

▪ Domestic local wind supply chain including 

turbine OEMs

▪ Environmental concerns over air pollution and 

nuclear future

▪ Weak offshore policy and incentive 

measures

▪ Limited vessel availability

▪ Fisheries negotiation

▪ Technology catch up for local turbine 

suppliers



Offshore Wind Market in Japan



Japan - Overview
| Slow to start but will start to accelerate post-2020 

Japan offshore wind power outlook, 2017-2027e

| Lack of regulations pertaining to general sea areas, long EIA period, and deep sea conditions 
means large scale development will take a longer time to materialize 



Japan - Potential
| Strong offshore wind resources, particularly in Northern Japan.



Japan - Potential
| Offshore potential heavily restricted by regional utilities

| Supply and demand mismatch as regions with the best wind resource also have the least 
utility grid capacity and heavy demand areas have limited wind resources.



Japan - Outlook
| Limited regulations and long EIA limits short term growth
.

Offshore development pipeline Key drivers

Key barriers

▪ Established maritime engineering and 

construction sector

▪ High offshore wind FIT

▪ Domestic local wind supply chain including 

turbine OEMs

▪ Growing interest by local IPPs and regional 

utilities

▪ Lack of offshore regulations

▪ Limited vessel availability

▪ Extreme weather conditions

▪ Deep water depths 

▪ High cost of offshore wind development

▪ Long EIA period



Japan – Project Pipeline
| Japan’s large potential project pipeline.

| Despite its large potential pipeline, the majority of offshore projects are in early planning 
stages subject to lengthy EIA process which takes upwards of 4 years to complete.



Japan – Project Pipeline
| Planned offshore projects are spread across the country

| Most of the planned projects are clustered around along the western coastline, especially  
in the central region due to lower water depth that can use grounded foundations.



Japan – Challenges
| EIA seen as major hurdle to offshore wind despite high FIT

| EIA remains costly and time-consuming process but reform remains slow, bogged down 
by bureaucratic processes as multiple government agencies are involved.



Offshore Wind Market in Taiwan



Taiwan – Overview
| On track to be second largest offshore market in APAC.

Taiwan offshore wind power outlook, 2017-2027e

| Over 5.5GW of projects have been awarded to date with potential to reach over 10GW 
by the end of 2030 with future auctions



Taiwan – Overview
The Taiwanese government has a clear development plan



Taiwan – Policy
Strong government support to develop offshore wind with appropriate infrastructure



Taiwan – Potential
| Offshore wind conditions along the Taiwan Strait are the best in APAC.



Taiwan – Potential
| Taiwan has a significant potential with 36 potential identified sites.



Taiwan – Pipeline
|More than 10GW of projects have applied for EIA.

Offshore development pipeline Key drivers

Key barriers

▪ Supportive policy environment 

▪ Hub for regional offshore growth and 

potential exports

▪ High technology growth sector 

▪ Denuclearisation

▪ Urgent power capacity demand

▪ Pace of substation build by Taipower

▪ Pace of local supply chain development 

and training of offshore workforce 

▪ Limited vessel availability

▪ Extreme weather conditions

▪ Auction prices setting new expectations for 

future offshore prices

Note: Planned projects include pipeline projects which were not awarded in 

round 1 and 2 but could still reapply in future auctions

Source: MAKE



Taiwan – Challenges
| Infrastructure development will be critical for scaling the offshore wind development.



Emerging Markets in Asia



Emerging Markets
|Early planning is already underway in potential markets

Planned pipeline of offshore projects Ambitious plans in India/Australia

▪ India – 1GW demonstration auction and 

potential future auctions

▪ Australia – up to 2GW to offset thermal assets 

to be decommissioned

▪ Vietnam – up to 1GW for intertidal and 

nearshore projects



Conclusion



Conclusion

• The current offshore wind market is led by Europe, but Asia-Pacific is
the market of tomorrow.

• China is leading the way with South Korea, Japan and Taiwan following.

• In China alone, >30GW of offshore wind is expected to come online
through 2027. In total, we expect these four countries to install 43 GW
by 2027; our old estimate in 2017 was 11.2 GW by 2027.

• Government support is required to provide enabling policies and to
support required infrastructure (e.g. port and grid).

• New markets such as Australia, India, Thailand and Vietnam will start
within 5 years.



Closing




